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Abstract

Electrons in graphene can show di�raction and interference phenomena fully anal-

ogous to light thanks to their Dirac-like energy dispersion. However it is not clear how

this optical analogy persists in nanostructured graphene, e.g. with pores. Nanoporous

graphene (NPG) consisting of linked graphene nanoribbons has recently been fabri-

cated using molecular precursors and bottom-up assembly [Moreno et al, Science 360,

199 (2018)]. We predict that electrons propagating in NPG exhibit the interference

Talbot e�ect, analogous to photons in coupled waveguides. Our results are obtained by

parameter-free atomistic calculations of real-sized NPG samples, based on seamlessly

integrated density functional theory and tight-binding regions. We link the origins of

this interference phenomenon to the band structure of the NPG. Most importantly, we

demonstrate how the Talbot e�ect may be detected experimentally using dual-probe

scanning tunneling microscopy. Talbot interference of electron waves in NPG or other

related materials may open up new opportunities for future quantum electronics, com-

puting or sensing.

Keywords

Nanoporous graphene, Talbot interference, electron transport, scanning probe microscopy,

multi-scale modeling
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Controlling electron waves by harnessing phase-coherence and interference e�ects is a

cornerstone for future nano-electronics,1,2 quantum computing,3 sensing4 or electron beam

splitting.5 To this end, design of platforms with well-de�ned, narrow and low-loss propagation

channels is essential.

Nanoporous graphene (NPG) holds great potential for distributing and controlling cur-

rents at the nanoscale.6,7 By achieving bottom-up synthesis and transfer of atomically pre-

cise NPGs Moreno et al.8 have recently paved the way for fabrication of high-quality NPG-

based devices. Further functionalization or engineering of the pore edges could o�er addi-

tional opportunities to manipulate electron transport.9 The particular edge topology of the

linked graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) making up the NPG results in a pronounced in-plane

anisotropy, which is re�ected in the electronic structure as a peculiar energy-dependent 1D lo-

calization of electron states near the conduction band. Two-terminal electrical measurements

and simulations successfully proved the semiconducting nature of NPG and the anisotropic

electron propagation within the mesh.8 However, the �xed electrode setup did not answer

the question of how transmitted electrons are con�ned in a single GNR and whether one-

dimensional directed electron �ow is possible. Moreover, it is unclear to what extend the

typical optics analogy used for electron transport in pristine graphene devices10�13 can work

for devices based on NPG.

Visualizing current �ow in NPG represents the most direct route to tackle these questions

in an experiment. Several techniques based on superconducting interferometry,14,15 scanning

gate microscopy16 or diamond-NV centers17 have demonstrated how imaging real-space cur-

rent �ow in graphene structures can pro�tably underpin standard electrical measurements

for classical or quantum transport phenomena, while scanning probe spectroscopies are now

proving to be able to probe these currents at the atomic scale.18

In this letter we theoretically investigate to what extent one can inject currents along

individual GNR channels in gated NPG-based devices contacted chemically to a scanning

tunneling microscope (STM) probe. We develop a multi-scale method based on Density
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Functional Theory (DFT) and Non-Equilibrium Green's functions (NEGF), enabling current

calculations with devices longer than 100 nm, relevant for experiments. This is accomplished

by linking a perturbed contact region described by DFT to an unperturbed large-scale region

described by an e�ective tight-binding (TB) model parametrized from DFT. We �nd that the

inter-GNR coupling disrupts the longitudinal electron con�nement into individual channels,

giving rise to the Talbot e�ect, a fascinating interference phenomenon predicted to occur in

discrete optical wave-guide systems.19�24 The �ne detail of Talbot wave interference is the

origin of various technological applications, ranging from lithography25 to phase-contrast

interferometry.26 Besides, it was predicted to occur for massless Dirac Fermions in graphene23

as well as plasmons in single-mode GNRs arrays.24 We prove the robustness of the electronic

Talbot e�ect in NPG by injecting current from the STM tip into various NPG sites and

under various gating conditions. Using proof-of-principle calculations we also predict how

this e�ect can be detected using a second STM tip.

We carry out transport calculations based on NEGF27�29 applied to DFT or TB models,

using TranSiesta,30,31 TBtrans31 and sisl.32 While parameter-free DFT models limit

the accessible device sizes to only a few nanometers, parameterized TB can capture basic

transport features of large systems with minor chemical perturbations (e.g. metal contact or

chemical hybridization). The DFT model for the NPG device, shown in Fig. 1a, covers an

area of 6.5 × 5.5 nm2 (1449 atoms) and it is de�ned on a single-ζ polarized basis set. This

choice guarantees enough accuracy over an energy range of ∼ ±2 eV from EF. A better basis

would be needed to capture superatom bands at E − EF > 2 eV.8,33 We use the GGA-PBE

exchange-correlation functional34 and open (periodic) boundary conditions along y (x), while

sampling the x direction with 5 k-points. Pores are passivated with H atoms and a model

Au tip is in chemical contact with the NPG. The tip structure is chosen so as to ensure a �at

local density of states on the tip apex over the range [−0.75 eV, 1 eV], relevant for our study.

The coordinates of the tip apex and up to 20 C atoms nearby are optimized until forces

are less than 0.01 eV/Å. After the optimization the Au-C bond-length is ∼ 2.0Å. In order
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to describe a more realistic experimental environment we self-consistently include a bottom

gate in the calculations. This is done by �xing spatial charge in a gate-layer placed 15Å

beneath the NPG, so as to dope it by ng = ±1013 e−cm−2.35 The device Green's function is

calculated as

G =

[
S (E + iη)−H−

∑
i

Σi

]−1

(1)

where S and H are the model overlap and Hamiltonian and Σi, called self-energies, connect

the device to semi-in�nite regions along x (electrodes). A self-energy allows to seamlessly

connect di�erent regions, be it in�nite bulk or localized perturbations. We exploit this

to embed one or more DFT-precision regions inside much larger TB models, needed to

reach experimental relevant dimensions and observe interference. The central idea of this

multi-scale approach is to construct the self-energy connecting pz orbitals of the outermost

unperturbed DFT atoms (shaded frame in Fig. 1a) to a larger pz TB model. We obtain

TB parameters from a DFT calculation of unperturbed NPG, such that the resulting model

retains the interaction range of the DFT basis set, is non-orthogonal and takes self-consistent

e�ects of gates and/or bias into account. Therefore, besides introducing local DFT-precision

in the TB model, this method enables TB-based N -electrode transport calculations without

any �tting parameters. See Supporting Information for details on the DFT calculations and

the multi-scale method.

We consider two di�erent positions of the tip, namely on top of a C atom in the middle

of a ribbon or at a bridge between two C atoms linking two ribbons (see inset to Fig. 1a). In

the former case the C atoms below the tip are pushed ∼ 0.3Å below the NPG plane, while

at the bridge site the tip binds to two aromatic rings causing a slight torsion.

The main e�ect of gating on the NPG electronic structure is a rigid band shift of ±0.35 eV

for n- and p-type doping cases, respectively (Fig. 1b). We �nd in both cases a band gap of

∼ 0.7 eV between symmetric valence and conduction bands, in good agreement with results

obtained for non-gated NPG.8 Bands with predominant longitudinal character are clearly

visible at energies up to 0.7 − 0.8 eV above (below) the conduction (valence) band (shaded
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Figure 1: DFT model of NPG. (a) DFT model of gated NPG-based device with contact
to STM tip. Electrodes are highlighted in red. Insets show the optimized contact regions
for ribbon and bridge positions. The shaded area delimits the device region. (b) Band
structure of the NPG unit cell in two gated conditions inducing either n-type (blue, ng =
+1013 e−cm−2) or p-type (red, ng = −1013 e−cm−2) doping. States with energies in the
shaded areas, i.e. up to ∼ 0.7 eV above (below) the conduction (valence) band, disperse
more along Γ − Y than along Γ − X, hence de�ning predominantly longitudinal transport
channels. (c) On-site potential of C pz orbitals in a p-doped NPG. Values are relative to
the average potential E0

pz in the bulk of ribbons ∼ 0.5 nm away from the tip. Beyond this
distance the perturbation from the tip is e�ectively screened. (d) Transmission between the
two NPG electrodes, with and without tip contact, for the two di�erent tip positions in (a)
and gated conditions in (b).
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areas), where states along Γ− Y indeed disperse more than those along Γ−X. The contact

with the tip causes local variation of the C pz potential which is screened at ∼ 0.5 nm from

the tip (Fig. 1c). This degrades transmission between the two NPG electrodes along the y

direction (Fig. 1d). For all energies in the longitudinal regime transport is essentially one-

dimensional along the GNRs, due to the weak inter-ribbon coupling. The onset at E ∼ 0.9 eV

of bands with dominant transverse character disrupts the 1D con�nement and conductance

quantization is lost.

For both n- and p-type NPG and both tip positions we �nd qualitatively similar electronic

and transport features (see Supporting Information, Figs. S1, S2). Therefore, without loss

of generality, we focus in the following on the n-doped NPG case probed at the ribbon site.

We visualize the electron �ow near the contact through the injected density of states1

and bond-currents from the tip,2 as shown in Fig. 2a-b. These clearly demonstrate electron

con�nement inside the probed ribbon up to distances comparable to the DFT cell size, for

all energies ranging from the conduction band up to ∼ 0.7 eV above it (see Supporting

Information, Fig. S2). We study the distribution of electronic current in the far-�eld, i.e.

far from the source by performing transport calculations where the DFT �injection region� is

embedded into a larger TB NPG model. We benchmark the applicability of this method by

embedding the DFT-precision injection region in a TB-region which has the same boundary

conditions and size of the DFT transport setup (see Supporting Information, Fig. S4). The

results show that we can reproduce the DFT transmission spectra in the longitudinal regime

(Fig. 1b, shaded) by the combined DFT+TB model.

Next we embed the DFT injection region as electrode in a large 100 nm×120 nm TBmodel

of a device with two NPG electrodes along y and a complex absorbing potential37,38 along

x. This larger model reveals that at distances beyond the DFT cell size transversal losses

1Injected density of states is calculated by summing the absolute modules of the three eigenchannels36

which contribute the most to transmission from the tip to the NPG electrodes.
2Bond-currents are de�ned as Jαβ =

∑
ν∈α

∑
µ∈β Jνµ, where ν (µ) indicates a basis orbital centered on

atom α (β).
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Figure 2: Talbot e�ect from multi-scale calculations for n-doped NPG. The �gure
shows (a) DFT geometry and density of states injected by the tip, (b) bond-currents at
E − EF = 0.2 eV obtained with the DFT model and (c) a large-scale TB model with DFT-
precision injection, and (d) the best-�t to the Talbot e�ect equations. In (d) the local spectral
density of states (ADOS) from the tip is shown in yellow, scaled by y − ytip to compensate
damping occurring far from the tip. The �tted equations ψn are plotted in blue underneath
the ADOS. The integers n ∈ [−26, 26] index the 53 GNR rows along the y-direction (covering
a width of 100 nm across the x-axis).
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signi�cantly a�ect the far-�eld behavior (Fig. 2c). Current splits into neighboring ribbons

with a certain periodicity of ∼ 7− 8 nm. The resulting �beams� diverge from the y direction

with a maximum angle which varies slightly with energy (see Supporting Information, Fig.

S5). In particular when the tip injects into a ribbon site this angle decreases from ∼ 30◦

for E − EF < 0.3 eV to ∼ 20◦ for 0.4 eV < E − EF < 0.8 eV. We observe similar results

for injection into a bridge site, although the interference in this case is more blurred, since

the injected currents start out by propagation in the two bridged ribbons (see Supporting

Information, Fig. S2). We also �nd that application of a �nite bias voltage between the

tip and the NPG does not disrupt the interference pattern (see Supporting Information, Fig.

S6).

Δk / 4 
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Δk 
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ψ

2
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] 
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Figure 3: Origin of Talbot e�ect. (a) Longitudinal bands for a pz TB model of n-doped
NPG parameterized from DFT. (b) Energy dependence of inter-GNR coupling κc from �t to
the Talbot equations Eq. (3), in comparison to ∆k/4 = |k2−k1|/4. (c) Amplitude of ψ1 +ψ2

at E − EF = 0.2 eV, showing the interference underlying the Talbot e�ect.
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The Talbot interference generally refers to repeated self-imaging of a di�raction grat-

ing.20 In this context the wave amplitude ψn inside the nth element of an in�nite array of

weakly coupled discrete channels aligned along y obeys the following discrete di�erential

equation21,39�41

i
dψn

dy
(y) + κc [ψn−1(y) + ψn+1(y)] = 0, (2)

where κc represents the inter-channel coupling coe�cient. The coe�cient κc can be regarded

as a �gure-of-merit for the degree of 1D con�nement in the elements of the array: the lower

the value of κc, the lower the spread into the weakly coupled adjacent channels. In the

particular case when only a single channel is initially excited, i.e. ψn=0 = ψ0, the solutions

for Eq. (2) can be written as24,39,41

ψn(y) = ψ0 i
n Jn(2κcy), (3)

where Jn is the Bessel function of the nth order.

We �nd that the square modulus of Eq. (3) can be �tted to the far-�eld spectral density

of states originating from the tip. The best �t on a set of 53-channels of a 100 nm× 120 nm

n-doped NPG is illustrated in Fig. 2d. The �tted values at E = 0.2 eV are ψ0 = 0.037 and

κc = 0.012Å
−1
. The latter varies slightly with energy as shown in Fig. 3b.

The Talbot e�ect originates due to interference of the two longitudinal Bloch states ψ1 and

ψ2. From the momentum di�erence one can estimate the coupling strength as κc = ∆k/4 =

|k2 − k1|/4.23,24 In Fig. 3c we plot |ψ1 + ψ2| for the NPG without tip contact, showing the

regular interference pattern expected when all GNRs are simultaneously excited.23

The latest developments in STM have enabled measurements with up to four tips42 and

control over tip-tip distance down to tens of nm.18 Within this context, we propose to use

dual-probe STM to reveal the electronic Talbot e�ect experimentally. One probe can be

used to inject current into the NPG at a �xed position as discussed above while the second

probe is used to map out the interference pattern. The tips are in chemical contact with
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a)

Figure 4: Probing the Talbot e�ect. (a) Transmission at E − EF = 0.2 eV (green)
measured by a 2nd DFT-precision tip probing ribbon and bridge sites of n-doped NPG along
the white line shown in inset, in comparison with bond-currents �owing in absence of the 2nd

tip (red). These are obtained on a �per ribbon� basis by summing all bond-currents passing
through the white line, without distinction between ribbon and bridge sites, and then scaling
by a factor 1/16. The inset shows bond-currents injected into the NPG (with same size as
in Fig. 2c) and scattering o� the 2nd tip for one of the scanned positions, indicated by the
black dot.
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the NPG rather than tunnel contacts in order to maximize the current, important for the

experimental feasibility. We use the modular capability of the multi-scale approach to embed

two DFT-precision tips in the large TB model. Both tips are located ∼ 2Å above NPG and

we �x the probe-tip distance to around 30 nm from the source. The probe-tip is moved

between the bridge and ribbon positions along the white line shown in the inset in Fig. 4a.

The calculated transmission between the two tips, injecting electrons at E − EF = 0.2 eV

into n-doped NPG, is shown in Fig. 4a. The maxima of transmission reproduce the maxima

of bond-currents injected from the source in absence of the second tip within 5%. This

proves that the signal in electric current detected by the second tip can map out the Talbot

interference pattern. This also indicates that modi�cations of the NPG atomic structure

and electron density due to the chemical contact with the tip do not suppress the e�ect.

That being said, we speculate that evidence for the Talbot e�ect in NPG may be obtained

by devising other types of experiments.

In conclusion, we have explored how electrons injected by a STM probe in chemical

contact to gated NPG-based devices behave in near and far �eld. By performing multi-scale

parameter-free calculations of large-scale TB models of NPG with DFT-precision regions

we found a clear signature of phase-coherent electron waves, manifested in the far �eld

as a Talbot interference e�ect. The origin of this phenomenon is the cross-talk between

longitudinal 1D channels (GNRs) making up the NPG. Using proof-of-principle multi-probe

calculations we have shown this interference e�ect may be observed in a dual-probe STM

experiment.

Further investigations could potentially shed light on the important impact of defects,

substrate or pore functionalization on the current �ow. Importantly, chemical design of

the inter-ribbon bridges could allow �ne-tuning of the coupling strength κc to improve 1D

transport con�nement. We also speculate that the Talbot e�ect could be observed in other

structures featuring weakly coupled quasi-1D channels, such as other anisotropic 2D mate-

rials43�47 or crystals hosting surface states.48 This e�ect in elastic, phase-coherent transport
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may be used to gain insights into the phase-breaking length in these structures due to various

scattering mechanisms such as electron-phonon coupling. Finally, since topologically non-

trivial states were found at the edges of chiral GNRs,49,50 further studies may potentially

reveal whether topological signatures could emerge in NPGs.
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